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Dear Families,
Today (Friday) we
are celebrating with
the Year 11 girls who
are graduating from
EGA. We always have
mixed feelings at this
time. We are going to
miss the young women
who have spent five
years with us and who
have grown into such
confident, committed
young women.
However, we know
that they are ready
for the next stage of
their education and
feel immensely proud
that we have been
part of their journey.
As we say goodbye,
we welcome the next
cohort of EGA girls
who will be joining us
in September. It’s very
exciting to think that
they will be going on a
similar journey over the
next five years.
Yesterday, girls spent
the afternoon in their
new house tutor
groups. There were a
number of fun events
to enable the girls to
get to know each other
better. I’m sure this
will be the first of many
such house events.
Yours sincerely,

www.egaschool.co.uk
Friday 30th June 2017
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professional authors who had sold
thousands of books worldwide. The
books they had written were all very
different, so it was interesting to
hear what unique techniques they
used for their writing.

I would describe the author visit as
an exciting experience and also a
wonderful opportunity. It felt quite
exciting and nerve-wracking at
the same time to be in the lecture
theatre with many year 8s and three
professional authors: Jane Hardstaff,
Candy Gourlay and Faye Bird. The
book that I read was Tall Story by
Candy Gourlay.

writing new stories.

The most interesting thing about my
author is that her first few stories/
novels got rejected, for quite silly
reasons I thought. One of the
reasons they got rejected is because
there was nothing about her or her
country – the Philippines – in the
stories or novels. However, she took
on board their feedback and kept

From this experience I will take away
the message try, try and try again
and never give up, because if you
give up it’s always going to hold you
back.

The River

Also, I learned that the authors
only started writing around 10-15
years ago. I would have thought
they started way before that.
Furthermore, I didn’t know that it
could take 2-5 years to write a book;
I thought it would take only a few
months!

Liya Shohid 8L
It felt quite strange talking to

A poem inspired by ‘River Daughter’ by Jane Hardstaff
Which way is up? Which way is down?
Memories slipping from my unconsciousness
As I reach out to grasp them
Only to find empty nothingness.
She is the strong current
Calling me to sleep; a never ending slumber
Her heart lingers in winter.
Flee from the noise
You’ll be greeted by the lingering of the Riverwitch’s laughter
She is the stranger of the seas
She is the shadow that lurks beneath the murky waters
Bloodshot eyes searching for a daughter to cling to.
But the vulnerable girl is lost,
Lost in her own thoughts
They flood her brain like the colossal, crushing waves
The torrent deep with secrets,
Concealing lies below the snagging weeds
The creature ready to attack,
Anticipating the perfect moment to strike
By Ms McGirr’s English class 8elzEn1

I learnt from Candi Gourlay that
success doesn’t just come to you.
Gourlay was turned down by several
publishers when she wrote her first
book. However, she persisted.
Jane Hardstaff didn’t always want
to become a writer; she was a TV
producer until the age of thirty nine.
An interesting fact that stood out to
me was that Fay Bird used everyday
life to inspire her not-so-everyday
stories. My Second Life was sparked
by her young son wishing he could
rewind life.
A few of the biggest things I will take
from this experience are that if you
really want something, you have to
work for it and it’s never too late to
follow your dreams. Furthermore,
even the worst of situations have a
silver lining.
Alexus Patsalides 8A
Click here to see more photos

ART OF THE WEEK

Tayyibah Khan in year 8
has made a great start to
her pattern project with
this intriguing rotational
pattern. Click here to
see the Art of the Week
gallery on the website

Conductive Music
Workshop
were many interesting

On Tuesday and
Wednesday this week, new
Year 8 students took part
in a fun music workshop
to learn how to create
electronic instruments.
We learned how to build
our own circuit boards,
design and create our
own instruments, write a
backing track and compose
a melody using our new
instruments.

The end results were
amazing and even Ms
Quinn came down to
watch us perform. Thank
you Miss Stirling for
organizing this and Mr
Singh for helping us!
We used felt material and
an electronic ‘brain’ for
our instrument. There

L i f e M a p s

“During my time at army
work experience, I learnt
the true meaning of being
resilient. To be able to
accomplish something that
I thought I’d never be able
to do is so satisfying! I’m
not the fittest person and
my weakness is most
probably sports, but I tried
my best and didn’t give
up. Early mornings really
aren’t my thing and to be
eating almost immediately
was hard, but I did it every
morning, as well as running
with a heavy backpack and
wearing boots two sizes
too big. By completing the

instrument shapes, like
a gummy bear (Anya
Commons 8T), a trumpet
(Amanda Filipi 8Z) and a
ketchup bottle (Ava Davies
8A)! We used different
metal buttons shaped like
donuts, domes and spikes
to connect pieces of felt
and wires, and a website
called AUDIO SAUNA to
create backing tracks with
the drums and bass guitar.

By Zainah-Marzia Zakaria 8T
(pictured)
Click here for more photos

E x p e r i e n c e

Best attendance
figures for the week were:

7A - 98.8%
8L - 98.3%
9L - 97.3%
10H - 97.8 %
MISSING SCHOOL = MISSING OUT

EGA Refugee week
Non Uniform Day

A huge thank you to all students
and staff who contributed
generously last Thursday. We
raised a total of £826.87 which
will be donated to Unicef’s
Liberia Nutrition Appeal, The Big
Give’s Grenfell Tower Appeal,
(both of which are match
funded so will double our
contribution) and the final third
will go to Young Roots’ London,
Lebanon and Nepal Appeals.
A special thanks to Mr McIntyre,
Mrs Henry, Ms Harris, Mr Taylor,
Elle Ladkin 8Z, Rose Jeffs 10H
and Sade Elufowoju10H who
came to school early and
collected money on the day
and Mrs Simson, Finance Officer
who counted it all! WELL DONE

many tasks I was set, I feel
as if I’m able to complete
future challenges with a
positive attitude.”

and hide from the enemy. It
was so cool!”

Holly Fay

“My experience with the
army has been fantastic! It
has really got me thinking
about my future and what I
want to do. It was fun when
we went camping outside
and doing the activities.
We all really got along. I
EGA!
now know what I want to
do. I want to join the army
because of this experience.
I want to go back.”

“LifeMaps was awesome,
such a fun experience
which I would do 100x
over. I would recommend
it to many people. The
army were strict but very
worth it because the
outcome was fun. When
we went camping, we had
to carry heavy, replica guns
everywhere. We learnt how
to camouflage in the wild

Lashay Dilaver

Dalia Kavungu

